SMART ENTERTAINMENT SOLUTIONS
The Ultimate Audio & Video Experience
Control4 entertainment solutions create the ultimate audio/video experience—in one room or every room, no matter the size of your home. Experience the latest 4K movies, stream high-resolution music, enjoy unlimited entertainment, or create an unbeatable home theater experience.

Technology disappears and you simply interact with your favorite movies and music from an easy-to-use, intuitive Control4 interface, such as a hand-held remote, tabletop touch screen, the phone in your pocket, or with the simplest interaction method of all—your voice.
One-Room Entertainment

Limitless entertainment with a single remote

Whether you’re automating a family room or a dedicated home theater, Control4 has the ideal entry point to your smart home. With a single remote, you can control your entire entertainment system, with the ability to add control of the entire home.

All of your content is at your fingertips, from Blu-ray movies to satellite TV, all in stunning, 4K high-definition video and surround sound. Watch video from multiple sources, including media players, hard drives and portable devices, or browse through them all simultaneously.

Control4 integrates with popular products and services such as Apple TV, Amazon Fire, Roku, Netflix, Hulu and more. And because it’s smarter than the average remote, it can handle more than just your entertainment. When you’re ready for more control, add a thermostat, smart lock or lighting to your family room or home theater.

Say goodbye to coffee table clutter and hello to just one rechargeable SR-260 remote that controls everything in the media cabinet and everything in your home.
Video in every room, clean and clutter-free

Enjoy beautiful, 4K high-definition video in every room without the jumble of cables behind the TV, bulky components and a table full of remotes. With multi-room video, everyone can enjoy the same movie or watch what they want in any room of the house. Share your entire movie library, and stream video and satellite channels throughout the home without the need for additional video sources in each room. And the simple, elegant design of our interfaces, from remotes to wall or tabletop touch screens, fits perfectly with any décor.

Multiply your entertainment options

With Control4, you can distribute 10 HDMI sources (satellite/cable boxes, streaming media, media players or gaming devices) to 10 video display locations with full 4K HD clarity, all in a centralized, out-of-sight location.

7” and 10” Tabletop Touch Screens are sleek, portable devices giving you dedicated control over all your entertainment—a device that matches the beauty of your home.
Built-in music services with every system

Enjoy access to millions of songs, playlists, podcasts and radio stations through popular streaming services such as Deezer, Napster, Pandora, TIDAL and TuneIn—already included in every system, and with the ability to add dozens more of your favorite music services. For even greater expansion of your audio streaming options, Airplay compatibility gives you access to your personal library of music using any iOS device. Even guests can stream their own music through your home.

Greater accessibility for your acoustics

Fire up your playlist on the patio, right from the smartphone in your pocket. Enjoy always-on convenience from the touch screen in the kitchen. Even start, stop and skip music from a keypad on the wall. Control4 is changing the way you access and experience the music in your home.
Listen here, listen there

Every member of your family can listen to and control the tunes they want, from wherever they are in the home. Play the same playlist throughout the entire house or let family members choose their own music in their own rooms, using their own smartphones or tablets. Even manage the volume, start, stop, or skip music, quickly and easily with a single press on a configurable keypad.

Discover the difference

Anyone with an affinity for music will appreciate the premium clarity and immersiveness of Control4 multi-room audio. High-resolution audio comes standard on every new system, so you can indulge in the greatest of sound just as the artist intended.
Entertainment Solution Products

**EA Series Controllers**
As the brain of your smart home, the controller manages your home automation system, creating seamless integration of your devices. Everything works together—from lighting and climate control, to 4K high-definition video and high-resolution music, to door locks and security systems. Depending on the size of your home or the scope of your project, you can start with a one-room solution and build on over time, or go big out of the gates and automate the entire house. Your dealer will help determine the best controller to suit your smart home needs.

**Amplifiers and Receivers**
Deliver high-quality, high-resolution audio to up to eight stereo zones. Regardless of the size of your home or project, you’ll enjoy lots of power for your multi-room audio system.

**4K Video Matrix Switches**
Control4 matrix switches deliver world-class distribution of your source material to every room in your home. 4K Ultra HD products feature HDCP 2.2 compliance, making them compatible with current and future 4K content to let you enjoy copy-protected 4K content on every TV throughout the house.

**Superior Networking from Pakedge**
A strong network is the foundation of any connected home. Pakedge networking products are purpose built for performance and incredibly fast speeds. Wireless devices, routers and switches handle significant streams of high-bandwidth traffic, so whatever connected devices you bring into your home, you can rest assured they’ll perform just as they should.

Pakedge delivers unsurpassed reliability and consistency. From a few connected devices to a fully-automated home, Pakedge can evolve when your needs do.
Configurable Keypads
Whether wired or wireless, Control4 keypads provide a stunning interface for any Control4 Smart Home, combining flexible button configurations with beautiful colors and finishes. Customizable, backlit engraved buttons allow for quick control of music, movies and more.

SR-260 System Remote Control
The perfect hand-held interface to the whole home. Unlike other one-room remotes, the Control4 SR-260 has the power and intelligence to manage more than just your audio/video gear. You can even add control of shades, thermostats, door locks and more.

Touch Screens
T3 Series touch screens provide dedicated, responsive and elegant control of your home. Featuring a gorgeous, low-profile design with edge-to-edge glass and stunning, high-resolution graphics, these touch screens look amazing on any wall or surface in your home.

Control4 App
Your iOS or Android mobile device connects directly to your system, allowing for full control and management of your smart home. Add a 4Sight subscription and you’ll enjoy that same control from anywhere in the world, right from your hand (or even on your wrist!). You can even receive important notifications about the status of your system, such as “Garage door open” or “Water leak detected.”

Voice Control with Amazon Alexa Integration
Enjoy hands-free control of your entire Control4 Smart Home using the Amazon Echo, Dot, Tap, and/or FireTV. With a simple voice command, turn on/off or dim/raise a single light, activate a lighting scene, or adjust the thermostat. Start the music for dinner guests or queue up the movie for family night. Control of your home has never been so convenient (or fun!).
The Control4 Difference

Control4 is the largest home automation provider in the world. We rigorously train and certify our global network of independent, authorized dealers to design and install customized smart home systems for new construction or retrofit projects. With Control4 scalability, no project is too small or too big. Your system grows with your needs.

With support for nearly 10,000 consumer devices, only Control4 can create immersive entertainment experiences, personalized to exactly how you live.

Ready to enjoy the ultimate audio/video experience?